Let’s draw a simple rabbit
(a girl)with a bonnet!
Using simple lines, shapes and colors

Example

I know that some of you may
only have pencil and paper. That
is o.k. Remember this is about
having fun. If you have markers
or crayons you can use those to
draw with too.

First turn your paper in a
VERTICAL position. That is
long and tall.
At the top of your paper
draw an upside down U.
Next draw a line under
the U.
This is the beginning of
the bonnet (hat).

Adding rabbit ears
Use an oval shape. You
can make it pointed at
the top if you want.
Place an oval on each
side of the hat to create a
bunny ear. After that, add
a smaller oval inside each
ear to make the inside of
the rabbit’s ear.

Now it is time to
create the create the
floppy part of the hat.
Draw a curved diagonal line
on each side of the hat.
Next, you will draw a line to
connect the bottom of the
hat.
Your rabbit’s hat is complete
(except for the patterns).
You will add colors too if you
have crayons, markers or
paint.

Now it is time to draw
the line for the face. It is
like drawing the letter U.
Remember to make the
U fit the bonnet (hat).
Start your line for the U so it
is the same size as the upside
down U.
Then the face will be the right
size for the hat.

Drawing your bunny
rabbit’s face
Draw your eyes first.
You can make your eyes however you
want.

Add eyelashes if you like.
I drew my nose with a tiny heart, you can
use whatever shape you want to use.
Next, add a U starting from the center of
the nose. Then add another U on the
other side. Now your bunny has a nose.
Add a few dots on either side of the
mouth and then add whiskers.
You can add teeth if you want, rabbits
have 2 BIG front teeth.

Now add the collar to
your bunnies’ dress
Make a curvy line on each
side of the bottom of your
bunny rabbit’s face.
You can make the line
connecting the collar with a
zig zag line, a wavy line, or a
series of the letter U.
You decide. Remember YOU
are the artist , I am just
helping you to learn how to
draw a cartoon bunny.

Now it is time to draw
our rabbit’s body. (the
dress)
Make a diagonal line on
either side of the rabbit’s
collar.
It is sort of like making a
triangle.

Adding the arms and
paws to your Rabbit
Draw a line from the edge of the
collar and connect it with a line to
the side of her dress.
Think of it like drawing a backwards
L on one side and a regular L on the
other side.
Now do the same on the other side.
Then add a U to each arm to create
the rabbit’s paw.
Add a few lines to show detail.

Now it is time to add
whatever patterns you
want to place on your
rabbits bonnet and dress
If you have color pencils, paints,
markers or crayons decorate your
patterns and color your rabbit.
I hope you had fun!
Next I will show you how to make a
boy rabbit.

